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Abstract
As a follow up to our Retailer Store Activity Report, this analysis
takes a closer look at those retailers that have or are likely to exhibit
signs of distress over the next year and a half. We have highlighted
situations whereby we anticipate retailers are more likely to
announce substantial store closures and/or financial or liquidity
concerns exacerbated by a tightening consumer, rising interest rates
and overall looming recession.
Key Takeaways:
• Consumer and economic trends are becoming increasingly
volatile
• Consumer sentiment dropping as inflation (9.1% in June) eats
into household budgets
• Discretionary spending cuts and trading down, especially among
lower to middle-income earners
• Retailers challenged to navigate inventory positions
• High inflation, falling demand, and bloated inventory likely to
pressure margins and profits
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The volatile consumer and larger economic environment continue to challenge the retail
industry. While during 2021, the risk was on the upside, as demand for goods continued to surge
and consumers returned to spending on services like restaurants, in 2022, the risk is clearly on
the downside. The University of Michigan Index of Consumer Sentiment fell to its lowest
level on record in June. Consumers’ expectations are falling as they struggle with a variety of
concerns, whether it is political discord, climate change, wars, domestic terrorism, or of course
high inflation, which rose to 9.1% in June, its highest rate since the early 80s.
Retailers which struggled to keep up with surging demand in 2021, are facing ongoing difficulty
navigating and managing inventory positions in the face of lingering supply delays leading to
longer lead times, delayed receipt of goods, as well as shifting consumer preferences. After
experiencing record low inventory to sales levels for most of the past two years, inventory
positions are suddenly bloated across most of retail, due in part to falling demand in certain
categories like casual wear and also because retailers over-ordered in anticipation of supply
chain disruptions. This shift in working capital (higher inventory) is occurring at the same time
consumer preferences are shifting, with more retailers reporting declining sales and profits,
which is eroding cash flow and liquidity. Manufacturers face the risk of…
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